
The seventy-five objects catalogued herein constitute a representative sample of objects
excavated by John de Monins Johnson on behalf of the Egypt Exploration Fund at ancient
Antinoupolis (Antinoë) in 1913/14 and now distributed in international collections (see Ap-
pendix in O’Connell, this volume). Owing to their discovery in ancient rubbish heaps, objects
from Johnson’s excavation are different in character than those discovered by earlier exca-
vators at the site, such as A. Gayet, who worked principally in the cemeteries. Whereas ob-
jects from graves – mummy-portraits and painted shrouds, garments, accessories, grave
goods – were discovered relatively complete, those from rubbish mounds are instead the sorts
of things thrown away: broken pottery and amphorae sealings, fragments of textile garments
and dress accessories, metal and bone objects and basketry. Nevertheless, in contrast to the
contents of relatively elite burials, it is precisely these objects of everyday life that contribute
to a more balanced view of city-life in Roman and Late Antique Antinoupolis.

Today British Museum objects are distributed in four departments: Ancient Egypt and
Sudan (42 objects), Greece and Rome (6), Coins and Medals (17), and Middle East (6)1.
Whereas the departments now known as Ancient Egypt and Sudan (AES), Greece and Rome
(G&R) and Coins and Medals (C&M) each received separate divisions directly from the EEF,
what is now the Middle East Department (ME) received objects from AES via two separate
transfers in 1925 and 1985, presumably because they were judged to be more appropriately
housed with the Islamic collection2. The museum records for all of these objects and images
are available via the British Museum’s Collections On-line database3.
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1 For access to their collections and support, I thank museum colleagues P. Roberts (G&R), A. J. Dowler
(C&M), St J. Simpson and L. Akbarnia (ME).

2 In 1925 three fragments of glazed-ware were transferred to what was then the Department of Ceramics
and Ethnography, which later became Oriental Antiquities and Ethnography (Wilson 2002, 379). These pottery
fragments followed the Islamic collections when they were transferred from Asia to the Department of the An-
cient Near East and that department was renamed the Department of the Middle East in 2006 (formerly EA
53907-53909, now 1914,1010.6-8). A second set of objects, three leather shoe ornaments, travelled a similar
route in 1984 when they were transferred to the Department of Oriental Antiquities, now Asia, and are today in
ME (formerly EA 53919-21, now ME 1914,0902.21-23).

3 Records for Sheikh Ibada objects can be retrieved by searching ‘Antinoupolis.’ http://www.britishmu-
seum.org/research/search_the_collection_database/advanced_search.aspx (last accessed Oct 2011).
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1 Pottery hydria
EA 53900 (1914,1010.2)4

Date5: Late 4th-early 8th century AD
Dimensions: Height 225mm, vessel diameter 168 (max),
opening external diameter 56, opening internal diameter
8, spout external diameter 12, spout internal diameter 6.
Pottery hydria with a small flared foot, ridged convex
sides, a single spout, two strap-handles, a straight neck
and an everted rim; the shoulder is decorated with floral
vine scrolls in black and red paint. Egyptian marl fabric
with calcaric inclusions. 
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf., late Roman parallel
from Kellia (Egloff 1977, no. 199, pl. 63.2).
RIT

2 Pottery lamp 
EA 53903 (1914,1010.5)
Date: 6th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Height 32.5mm, width 126, length 138.4, opening internal diameter 22, spout in-
ternal diameter 15.
Mould made pottery lamp with a base-ring and four radiating, pointed nozzles. The applied cen-
tral suspension-handle, now lost, spans the filling-hole area. Four targets decorate the lozenge-
shaped filling-hole area and the shoulders are plain. The dense red-brown clay fabric has a buff
surface and contains abundant very fine gold mica and quartz (<0.2mm) and, rarely, fine white
inclusions.
Bibliography: Bailey 1988, lamp Q2269.
RIT

3 Pottery lamp 
EA 53901 (1914,1010.3)
Date: 6th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Height 240mm, width 67.5, length 120, opening diameter 7.5, nozzle diameter
11.5.
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4 AES objects are properly referred to by their five digit ‘Big Numbers,’ and fall into the ranges EA
53900-53936 and 53951-53963 (EA 1648 and EA 63781, a Greek inscription and a Coptic ostracon, are excep-
tions). The department also uses a parallel set of registration numbers that is consistent with the system used by
other departments in the Museum. These numbers bear a more direct relationship to the circumstances of acqui-
sition, usually reflecting registration date, and thus have been preserved for the purpose of this catalogue.

5 A note on periodization: Where possible, contributors have dated objects to centuries. Where it has not
been possible to refine the dates of objects, the following ranges have been employed: Roman period (AD 130,
i.e., the founding of the city, to c. AD 330), Byzantine period (c. AD 330-642) and early Islamic period (c. AD
642-969), and First Millennium AD to cover the Roman-early Islamic period. 
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Oval terracotta lamp with carinated
body on a high, hand-modelled stand
with spreading foot, concave under-
neath. The applied handle has a thumb-
piece. The discus, flat with raised rim,
is decorated with a band of ring-and-dot
patterns in relief around the filling-hole
and a row of raised points at edge. The
shoulder has a band of ring-and-dot pat-
terns below a row of raised points. The
nozzle-top is decorated with a cross.
The red-brown fabric is covered with
remains of white slip, possibly applied
after firing. Red organic Nile silt fabric
contains abundant straw and organic
vesicles with common fine mica and quartz (<0.1 mm) and sparse, very fine white inclusions. 
Bibliography: Bailey 1988, lamp Q2244. Cf., from Edfu (Bernhard 1955, 366), Kellia (Egloff
1977, no. 320, pls 34.10 and 86.7) and Herakleopolis Magna (Petrie 1905, pl. 61, L 92). Depicted
in Griffith Institute archive image, see O’Connell, this volume, Fig. 98.
RIT

4 Pottery lamp 
EA 53902 (1914,1010.4)
Date: 6th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Height 85mm, width 103, length 157, opening diameter 11, spout diameter 17.
A very large red slipped Egyptian mould-made pottery oval lamp with an applied vertical band-
handle and an undefined base. The discus is decorated with a band of alternating raised points and
ring-and-dot patterns; the shoulder with rosettes and raised points; the nozzle-top with a cross in
relief. The plaster on front may be part of decoration. The rim of the nozzle is charred. The fabric
is calcaric orange clay, with pink surfaces and common white limestone (some exploded),
quartz, red grog (<2mm), sparse grey-black inclusions and vesicles left by burnt out organics.
Bibliography: Bailey 1988, Lamp Q2241. Cf., from Herakleopolis Magna (Petrie 1905, pl. 68,
X 80) and, if simpler, a 6th–7th century AD lamp from Hermopolis Magna (Bailey 1998, X 167).
RIT

5 Glazed pottery bowl fragment
ME 1914,1010.6 (formerly EA 53904)
Date: c. 9th-10th century AD
Dimensions: Height 65mm, width 88, thickness 6, rim exterior diameter 95.

Rim fragment of a glazed wheel-thrown pottery bowl. A transparent glaze splashed with purple
and green to form alternating vertical streaks of coloured decoration covers the interior and ex-
tends over the gentle everted rim. The yellow fabric contains abundant fine sub-rounded quartz
(<0.2mm), vesicles (<1mm) and rare large red sandstone or grog inclusions (<3mm). 

Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf. from Old Cairo, ware FG16 (Gascoigne, pers. comm.), Hermo -
polis Magna (Bailey 1998, 113, pls 74, 103, 109, R1-3); Abu Mina (Engemann 1989, fig. 8);



Benaki Museum (Philon 1980, 48, fig. 94). For
discussion, see Scanlon 1993 and Gascoigne
and Sheehan forthcoming6.
StJS & RIT

6 Glazed pottery bowl fragment 
ME 1914,1010.8 (formerly EA 53906)
Date: c. 9th-10th century AD
Dimensions: Height 35mm, width 85, thick-
ness 7, base exterior diameter 75.
Fragment of a glazed, wheel-thrown pottery
bowl with a flat base. The fabric and glaze is the
same as cat. no. 5, above, and the transparent
glaze similarly covers the interior, splashed with alternating streaks of purple and dark green.
Bibliography: Unpublished. See bibliography cat. no. 5, above (ME 1914,1010.6).
StJS & RIT

7 Glazed pottery bowl fragment
ME 1914,1010.7 (formerly EA 53905)
Date: c. 9th-10th century AD
Dimensions: Height 60 mm, width 100, thickness 5, rim exterior diameter 110.
Rim fragment of a glazed wheel-thrown pottery bowl. The interior and everted rim are covered
with a transparent glaze, splashed with purple and dark green to form alternating horizontal streaks
of coloured decoration. The yellow fabric contains abundant fine sub-rounded quartz (<0.2mm),
vesicles (<1mm), rare large red sandstone or grog inclusions (<3mm) and sparse, large limestone
inclusions (<4mm).
Bibliography: Unpublished. See bibliography cat. no. 5, above (ME 1914,1010.6).
StJS & RIT

8 Glazed composition vessel shoulder fragment 
EA 53907 
Date: 1st-2nd century AD
Dimensions: Height 32mm, length 56
(max), thickness 12.5.
Shoulder-fragment from a glazed com-
position (‘faience’) Egyptian vessel. Pur-
ple on the outside and blue on the inside,
the exterior of the shoulder is elaborated
with moulded decoration in the form of
a triple band of green leaves, with a trace
of another leaf motif on the body (cf., the
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6 The editor thanks Alison Gascoigne for advice and bibliography for ME 1914,1010.5-7.
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near-complete vessel, EA 58430). Numerous examples of this vessel-type are known from Alexan-
dria, the Fayum and Middle Egypt (Nenna and Seif el-Din 2000, 352-56). 
Bibliography: Nenna and Seif el-Din 2000, 354, cf. nos 509-516. 
RIT

9 Glazed composition fragment 
EA 53908 (1914,1010.10)
Date: Roman period
Dimensions: Length 67mm (max), width 44, thickness 21.
Fragment of a pale blue-green glazed composition (‘faience’) figure or
handle with moulded decoration on the exterior.
Bibliography: Unpublished. For Roman period glazed composition,
see Bulté 1991. 
RIT

10 Glazed composition fragment 
EA 53909 (1914,1010.11)
Date: 2nd-3rd century AD
Dimensions: Length 67.1mm (max), width 72.7
(max), thickness 38.3 (max).
Fragment of a blue glazed composition (‘faience’) fig-
ure from cornice, plaque or statuette, perhaps from a
larger composition. A rearing uraeus, with head bro-
ken away, wears the horns of Hathor and a sun disc
crown, perhaps representing Renenntet-Isis.
Bibliography:Unpublished. For Roman period glazed
composition, see Bulté 1991.
RIT

11 Linen drawstring bag 
EA 53910 (1914,1010.12) 
Date: 3rd-14th century 
Dimensions: Height 75mm (max), width 105. Fin-
ished length of handle 110, width 8.
Bag made from two strips of linen, plain-woven cloth
of different grades stitched together before the bag
was seamed at the sides. The lower section, which is
woven from finer S-spun linen yarn, has a more open
texture: 17/11 threads per cm. The cloth is folded dou-
ble along the bottom edge. One bottom corner is fin-
ished with a sewn-on bobble, the other corner is mis-
sing. The upper section is woven from S-spun linen
yarn: 13/10 threads per cm. The lower edge of this
piece is folded and is seamed to the finer cloth in back-
stitch: seam allowance 3mm. The top edge is folded



and hemmed leaving a channel for the drawstring cords. The drawstrings are made from multiple
strands of S-spun yarn, Z-plied together to form cords, 3mm in diameter, finished at each end with
a bobble, diameter 8mm, of plain weave cloth wrapped round the ends of the cord and bound with
thread. There is also a handle made from a strip of plain-woven linen cloth (S-spun yarn, 20/10
threads per cm) folded lengthwise and stitched to the bag below the drawstring channel.
Bibliography:Unpublished. For materials identification, see Cartwright 2012. Depicted in Grif-
fith Institute archive image, see O’Connell this volume, Fig. 105.
FP

12 Wool hair-net 
EA 53911 (1914,1010.13)
Date: c. 5th century
Dimensions:Height 270mm, diameter 130. Brow-band length
240, width 6.
Hair-net made in a sprang technique from wool yarn of three
colours, red, yellow and dark green, arranged in groups of four
threads of each colour to form stripes. All the yarn is two-ply
(SS/Z-ply); the green yarn is thicker than the other two coloured
yarns. The mesh is formed from rows of 1/1 interlinking alter-
nating with 2/2 interlinking. It is tapered towards the top by
combining groups of threads and is seamed at the sides in
matching red wool sewing thread. The brow-band is woven in
tabby weave from red wool yarn and is attached to the net in red
wool thread. At one end of the band there is a finger knot with
added green and yellow threads, which is possibly the remains
of a tied-on drawstring that would have formerly passed through
the loops at the back of the net.
Bibliography: Unpublished. For a similar hair-net (although ma de from linen rather than wool)
recovered in the course of the same excavations and now in Manchester, see Pritchard 2006, 134,
fig. 6.6, and 140-41. For the sprang technique, see Collingwood 1974, 132-35. Depicted in Grif-
fith Institute archive image, see O’Connell this volume, Fig. 106.
FP 

13 Wool sock
EA 53912 (1914,1010.14) 
Date: 14C-dating AD 100-350 (95.4%)
Dimensions: Height 75mm, length 185.
Sock for right foot with separation between the
big toe and four other toes worked in brown wool
yarn (several S-spun strands, Z-plied) in a single
needle looping technique sometimes called naale-
binding and worked from the toe upwards. Each
toe is made separately, then the two are joined
and the rows of loops worked round the whole
foot 45 times. The back of the sole is then worked
(this is no longer preserved). The heel section,
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which is formed by rows of loops being worked backwards and forwards, is joined by a welt across
the instep. Another welt marks the start of the ankle section worked in the round for four rows
and then backwards and forwards for another 11 rows to create a centre front opening. The back
of the heel and part of the sole are not preserved. The impression of the sandal thong remains vis-
ible.
Bibliography: Unpublished. The 14C dating of British Museum socks EA 53912 (KIA-45788)
and EA 53913 (KIA-45789), cat. no. 14 below, was undertaken by the Leibniz-Labor für Alters-
bestimmung und Isotopenforschung der Christian-Albrechts-Universität, Kiel. The samples were
prepared by M. Van Strydonck of the Royal Institute of Cultural Heritage within the framework
of the Dress ID Project and will be published in De Moor et al., forthcoming. We are grateful to
the authors for allowing us to share these results ahead of publication. For a pair of similar socks,
except for a contrasting top edge finished with a fringe, see Musée Dobrée 2001, no. 27. For the
looping technique, see Burnham 1972, 116-24. 
FP 

14 Child’s wool sock 
EA 53913 (1914,1010.15)
Date: 14C-dating AD 200-400 (95.4%)
Dimensions: Height 55mm, length 125.
Sock for the left foot of a child with separation be-
tween the big toe and four other toes worked in 6
or 7 colours of wool yarn (several S-spun strands,
Z-plied) in a single needle looping technique so -
metimes called naalebinding and worked from the
toe upwards. Each toe is made separately from
dark green wool (10 rows). The two toes are then
joined and worked in bands of the following co -
lours: salmon pink (4 rows), purple (4 rows), bluish-green (4 rows), dark red (6 rows), green (2
rows). The sole of the heel is then worked. The heel section is worked in bands of salmon pink (3
rows), purple (3 rows), dark blue (2 rows), salmon pink (8 rows), purple (4 rows), yellow (4 rows).
A welt across the instep marks where the loops are worked in the round. The top edge is contin-
uous and curls over; a loose thread of red wool forms part of a tie or tassel at the centre front. 
Bibliography:Unpublished. For 14C date, see De Moor, et al. forthcoming (and bibliography for
cat. no. 13, above). For a similar child’s sock with coloured bands (although made for the right foot
and with a centre front opening) recovered in the course of the same excavations, see Bruwier (ed.)
1997, no. 8 and Clarysse and Willems (eds) 2000, no. 135. Another similar sock (for the right
foot) was discovered in the North Necropolis of Antinoupolis by the Istituto Papirologico “G.
Vitelli” in 1936-38 (del Francia Barocas ed. 1998, no. 311). For the looping technique see Burn-
ham 1972, 116-24. Same as or similar to sock depicted at right in Griffith Institute archive
image, see O’Connell this volume, Fig. 104.
FP

15 Tapestry-woven tabula
EA 53925 (1914,1010.27)
Date: c. 6th century
Dimensions: Height 205mm, width 225.
Incomplete tabula from a wool item woven with paired warp threads for the tapestry (12 ribs per



cm), dark bluish-purple wool yarn and white linen yarn, all
yarn is S-spun (55-64 weft threads per cm). Patterned with
a central octagonal medallion enclosing a mythological sce -
ne with three figures framed by a square border of 12 male
busts linked by a wavy line flanked by dots; the frame is edged
with trefoil finials. Vertical weft-brocading is used in the
tapestry. 
Bibliography: Unpublished.
FP

16 Part of a clavus from a wool tunic
EA 53926 (1914,1010.28) 
Date: c. 6th century
Dimensions: With weft running vertically: height
140mm, width 275. Clavus: width 88.
Fragment from a wool tunic woven from undyed
wool yarn (S-spun) in weft-faced tabby weave (10/34
threads per cm) decorated with a clavus in tapestry
weave worked in dark blue wool yarn and white linen
yarn (both S-spun), 48 threads per cm. The clavus is
patterned with a stylised, attenuated dancing figure
and a plant motif in an angular scroll and is edged with a wave-crest border. It was repaired in
antiquity with a strip of a different undyed wool cloth (S-spun yarn, 10/24 threads per cm), which
was positioned behind the clavus. This patch is held in place with two rows of running stitch along
each side (SS/Z-ply wool thread; stitch length 3-6mm; width between rows of stitches 17mm and
24mm).
Bibliography: Unpublished. 
FP

17 Polychrome tapestry-woven orbiculus
G&R 1914,0902.5
Date: c. 6th century
Dimensions: Fragment: height 155mm, width 180.
Tapestry area: height 96mm, width 101.
Ragged fragment, probably from a wool garment,
woven from yellow yarn (S-spun), 12-14/13
threads per cm. A small tapestry-woven ornament
is patterned with a Nilotic scene showing a small
boy (putto) clutching a bird in a central medallion
surrounded by fish and water plants (lotus flow-
ers?), framed by a pearl border. The tapestry is
worked in red, pink, yellow, green, blue and dark
blue wool yarn (S-spun) and white linen yarn (S-
spun) with 30-40 threads per cm. Some details are
carried out in soumak (weft wrapping).
The balanced weave of the ground fabric suggests that this ornament comes from a shawl or fur-
nishing cloth rather than a wool tunic where a weft-faced tabby weave is usual. The figurative
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pattern with lotus-flowers, fish and a putto outlined in dark blue may be compared with that on
the ‘Sabine shawl’ from Albert Gayet’s excavations at Antinoe in 1902-1903 now in the Louvre
and other collections (Rutschowscaya 2004). 
Bibliography: Unpublished. 
FP

18 Child’s leather sandal
EA 53914 (1914,1010.16)
Date: First Millennium AD
Dimensions: Sole: length 115mm, width heel
32.5, width front 37, width waist 32.8, thickness
4.2-5.5. Straps: diameter 3.1.
A narrow child’s sandal. The sole is swayed for
the left foot, but without a restricted waist. The
dorsal surface is enhanced with impressed line
decoration. The pre-strap is pulled through slits at
either side and is one piece that runs under the
sole. The ends of the pre-strap are triangular in
shape and contain a slit, to which the joined back/front straps (Y-straps) are hitched. The back
straps, coming from either side, run towards the front and join near the front edge where they are
pulled through a tunnel in the thickness of the sole.
Bibliography: Unpublished.
AJV 

19 Child’s sandal
EA 53915 (1914,1010.17)
Date: Byzantine-early Islamic period
Dimensions: Sole: length 185mm, width heel
55.6 (widest point), width front (at widest part)
59.5, width waist 51.5, thickness 7.6. Straps:
width 26.5.
Child’s sandal with a sole swayed for the left
foot, which consists of an insole and treadsole.
These sole layers are secured with several, seem-
ingly isolated leather thong stitches at the edge
and with several stitches lengthwise down the
centre. The straps are secured at the start of the heel and are sandwiched between the insole and
treadsole. They run diagonally towards the front and cross each other, where they are secured,
most likely with the element that also functions as the front strap. The straps have a cut out design
of triangular and diamond figures lengthwise down the centre. The front ends of the straps are
serrated.
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf., Montembault 2000, nos 53 and 55; Russo 2004, 192, 194-97,
pls 9, 10. Comparable sandal depicted in Griffith Institute archive image, O’Connell, this volume,
Fig. 109.
AJV



20 Leather open shoe
EA 53916 (1914,1010.18)
Date: First Millennium AD
Dimensions: Sole: length 215mm, width heel
62.5, width front (at widest part) 78, thickness
edge 7.8. Upper: height heel (approx.) 40, height
at start instep 50 (left), length lateral extension
100 (as present), thickness 2.4. W front strap 4.2.
An extraordinary piece of footwear with a san-
dal-like front part and a closed heel. The sole is
swayed for the right foot and consists of three
layers secured with leather thong running stitches
along the edge as well as with three rows length-
wise down the centre. The insole is decorated
with impressed rosettes, roughly extending halfway the length of the sole (seen from the front).
The edge of the upper inserts between the insole and midsole. The medial part is rounded, and
the lateral part extends as a narrow strip toward the front, where it was attached to the sole, form-
ing toe bands: one for the big toe and one for the remaining toes. The upper is decorated with im-
pressed motifs and a vertical series of slits.
Bibliography: Unpublished. 
AJV

21 Leather open shoe
G&R 1914,0902.4
Date: First Millennium AD
Dimensions: Sole: length 235mm, width heel
(approx.) 58, width front (at widest part) 71,
thickness edge 6.4. Upper: height heel (approx.)
52.5, height at beginning of instep 55 (left),
length lateral extension (approx.) 90 (as present),
thickness 3.
A comparable piece of footwear to cat. no. 20
above (EA 53916), but with some small differ-
ences and meant for the left foot. Severely worn.
Bibliography: Unpublished. 
AJV

22 Leather shoe
EA 53917 (1910,1210.19)
Date: Byzantine-early Islamic period
Dimensions: Sole: length 215mm, width heel 41.5, width front (at widest part) 66.5. Upper: height
heel (approx.) 48, length front 105 (incl. decorative clover at instep). Applied patch: length 60,
width 47.
A leather shoe swayed for the left foot. The sole consists of one layer. The upper, also made of one
layer, has a red edge binding, which is at the back included in the back seam. The binding forms,
together with a second binding, the clover-shaped protruding decorative element at the front of the
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instep. The sole/upper construction includes a
rand and is secured with interlocking running
stitching. There is a semi-circular reinforcement
patch at the heel. The shoe is further enhanced
with an applied, heart-shaped decorative patch
(of comparable construction as described for EA
53919, 53920 and 53921, but with additional,
decorative X-stitches). The appliqué is flanked
with sewn motifs (Xs, diamonds and stars).
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf. cat. no. 24,
below (EA 53918).
AJV 

23 Leather slipper 
G&R 1914,0902.3
Date: Byzantine-early Islamic period
Dimensions: Sole: length 260mm, width heel
78.9, width waist 46.2, width front (at widest
part) 93.6. Upper: length front part 125. Heel
patch: length 122, width (from front to back) 3.4,
24.7, 70.6.
The two layers of the sole of this slipper (straight
sole) have a reinforcement patch of three layers
at the heel. The insole consists of two halves se-
cured lengthwise down the centre. The outer
edges are included in the sole/upper construction (tunnel stitching). The upper consists of one
layer and starts at the back of the heel. It has a red edge binding, which forms a decorative pro-
truding element at the instep.
Bibliography: Unpublished.
AJV

24 Leather shoe
EA 53918 (1914,1010.20)
Date: Byzantine-early Islamic period
Dimensions: Sole: length 222mm, width heel
51.6, width front (at widest part) 69.5. Upper:
height heel (approx.) 50, length front part 90. Ap-
plied patch: diameter 56.4-62.2.
A leather shoe, swayed for the right foot. The sole
and the upper are both made of one layer. They
are secured with interlocking running stitching,
including a rand. The instep has a simple bind-
ing, which is stained red, and is part of the back
seam that closes the upper. The upper consists of
one piece. The shoe is further enhanced with a decorative, applied patch with clovers of compa-
rable construction as described for cat. nos 26, 27, 28, below (ME 1914,0902.21-23).



Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf., Russo 2008, no. 14. Cf., similar shoe depicted in Griffith Insti-
tute archive image, O’Connell, this volume, Fig. 109.
AJV

25 Leather shoe
G&R 1914,0902.5
Date: Byzantine-early Islamic?
Dimensions (as preserved, shoe is crumpled):
Sole: length 205mm, width heel 42, width front
(at widest part) 65. Upper: height heel (approx.)
52, length front part 75. Applied patch: diame-
ter 58.3-53.
See cat. no. 24 above (EA 53918). The shoe is,
however, meant for the left foot. 
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf. cat. no. 28,
above (EA 53918). 
AJV

26, 27 and 28 Decorative leather shoe elements 
ME 1914,1010.21, 1914,1010.22, 1914,1010.23 (formerly EA 53919, 53920, 53921)
Date: Byzantine-early Islamic period?
Dimensions: ME 1914,1010.21: Diameter: 56.6mm-57.0, thickness: 3.3.
ME 1914,1010.22: Diameter: 47.4mm-49.7, thickness: 4.9.
ME 1914,1010.23: Diameter: 47.4mm-49.8, thickness: 4.1.
Decorative patches of shoes, consisting of two layers. The third layer is the upper’s leather. The
design of the dorsal-most layer is cut out in its entirety and secured onto the other layer with run-
ning stitches. The edge of the open work layer, however, is secured differently, with loops at the
back. Each element would have been applied to the top of a shoe; compare cat. nos 22, 23, 24, 25,
above (EA 53917, G&R 1914,0902.3, EA 53918, G&R 1914,0902.5).
Bibliography: Unpublished. See bibliography for cat. no. 28, above (EA 53918). Cf., elements
depicted in Griffith Institute archive image, see O’Connell, this volume, Fig. 109. 
AJV
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29 Leather cap
EA 53922(1914,1010.24)
Date: First Millennium AD
Dimensions: Height 165mm (max.), width
(= diameter) 250. Height patch (including
passepoil) 85.
A cap that consists of two layers. The outer
layer shows inserted patches that are also in-
serted in the inner layers. They are secured
with a passepoil. The seam(?) between the
patches might indicate that at least the outer
layer consisted of an upper and lower ele-
ment. The extending layer of remarkably
thick leather has been cut short and might
have acted as a protective flap. It is uncertain
if this flap’s leather makes up the inner lining
as well.
Bibliography: Unpublished. Depicted in
Griffith Institute archive image, see O’Con-
nell, this volume, Fig. 108.
AJV

30 Leather decorative panel
EA 53923 (1914,1010.25)
Date: First Millennium AD 
Dimensions: Length 136mm, width 85.
Rectangular, decorated, thin piece of leather that was probably
used as applied decoration. The incised decoration consists of
two squares with a four-petalled flower in each. The squares
are edged with a border of continuous lines at an angle, which,
in turn, are bordered with a single line. A row of paired stitch
holes is present around the edge.
Bibliography: Unpublished.
AJV

31 Leather figure
EA 53924 (1914,1010.26)
Date: First Millennium AD
Dimensions: Length 108mm, width 45 (max.).
A male figure cut out of thin sheet of leather. The course contours
suggests it was made as a doodle rather than by an experienced
craftsman. One arm is missing; the figure has no feet.
Bibliography:Unpublished. Depicted in Griffith Institute archive,
see O’Connell this volume, Fig. 122.
AJV



32 Ear-ring with bead pendant
EA 53930 (1914,1010.32)
Date: Roman-early Islamic period
Dimensions: Length 43.2mm, width 7 (max), diameter 18 (hoop max).
The ear-ring, now corroded, comprises a simple copper alloy penannular hoop with overlapping
ends and a pendant rod terminating in loops at both ends. The pendant, threaded with one rectan -
gular copper alloy and two globular glazed composition beads, is suspended directly from the
hoop.
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf., no. 33 below.
For parallels in precious materials, cf., Stolz 2007,
nos 19-25, Walker 2000, nos 107 and 108; Mar-
shall 1969, no. 2588. For pendant rods, see Petrie
1927, nos 217, 218. 
ERO

33 Ear-ring with bead pendant 
EA 53931 (1914,1010.33)
Date: Roman-early Islamic period
Dimensions: Length 38.3mm, width 6 (max), di-
ameter 21 (hoop max).
The earring consists of a copper alloy hoop with
overlapping ends. The pendant is suspended from
a twisted loop in the hoop. The pendant is a cop-
per alloy wire looped at each end and threaded
with blue and yellow glass beads separated by a
cylindrical copper alloy spacer-bead.
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf., Cat 32 above with bibliography.
ERO

34 Ear-ring with drop-chains
EA 53932 (1914,1010.34)
Date: Byzantine period
Dimensions: Length 46mm, hoop diameter (hoop)
29.2, drop-chain length 24 (max).
Incomplete and fragmentary ear-ring comprised of a
copper alloy penannular hoop, now broken into two
pieces. The lower part of the hoop is twisted into
three loops from which are suspended the remains of
three drop-chains of copper alloy links and green
glass cylinder beads. Two additional green glass cylin-
der beads and a larger iridescent globular bead have
become detached from the object.
Bibliography:Unpublished. Cf., Marshall 1969, nos
2681, 2682.
ERO
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35 Lead cross pendant
EA 53934 (1914,1010.36)
Date: 6th-8th century AD
Dimensions: Height 25mm, width 17.5.
A lead cross pendant cast as two separate pieces with a
suspension loop soldered to a flared cross. The face of the
cross is decorated with a continuous border enclosing
roundels within each of the four arms of the cross and a
central medallion at their intersection; the reverse is un-
decorated.
Bibliography:Unpublished. Cf., Stolz 2007, no. 123; Bé-
nazeth 1992, E 15466 (p. 179). 
ERO

36 Bronze finger-ring
EA 53933 (1914,0902.35)
Date: Byzantine period
Dimensions: Diameter (ring) 25mm, diameter (bezel) 16.
Bronze finger-ring is comprised of a thin hoop soldered to a round flat bezel containing a rosette
formed by four looped sections of bronze wire.
Bibliography:Unpublished. Depicted top right in Griffith Institute archive image, see O’Connell
this volume, Fig. 111. Cf., Stolz 2007, nos 143-45. For similarly constructed bronze rings, but
with text inscribed on the flat surface of the round bezel, see Strzygowski 1904, nos 7045-46. 
ERO

37 Gold-plated bracelet
EA 53935 (1914,0207.37)
Date: Roman-Byzantine period
Dimensions: Diameter 47mm (max).
Gold-plated bronze bracelet, now broken into two sections, composed of a tube tapering to wires
at each end, twisted around each other.
Bibliography:Unpublished. Cf., V&A M. 15-1966
and M. 15-1969, records for which can be accessed
at http://collections.vam.ac.uk/, (last accessed Au-
gust 2012); Stolz 2007, nos 85-90; Marshall 1969,
nos 2807, 2808.
ERO

38 Iron bangle
EA 53936 (1914,0207.38)
Date: Byzantine period
Dimensions: Diameter 75mm.
Bangle comprising a flat penannular iron band with
overlapping ends; the band is formed of joined ovals.



Bibliography: Unpublished. Same or similar bangle depicted in Griffith Institute archive image,
see O’Connell this volume, fig. 111. Cf., lead bangle in Petrie 1927, no. 91.
ERO

39 Wooden figure
G&R 1914,1010.1
Date: Roman or Byzantine period
Dimensions: Height 78mm, width 18.
The head and torso of a figure carved from a single piece of wood. Separately
carved arms, now lost, would have been inserted into a hole at the shoulders.
Another separately carved piece would have been inserted into the hole in the
belly or groin area. The figure terminates in an extension to which legs may
have been affixed. Facial features and breasts (or pectorals) are indicated by
irregular incisions.
Bibliography: Unpublished. Depicted in Griffith Institute archive image, see
O’Connell this volume, Fig. 122. No direct parallels found, but, for male
wooden figures on bases with a hole for the insertion of a phallus, see
Rutschowscaya 1986, nos 290-92, and, for male rider figures with exten-
sions to be affixed to wooden horses, see nos 300-309.
ERO

40 Wooden clapper
G&R 1914,0902.2
Date: Byzantine period
Dimensions: Handle: length 94mm, width 31 (max). Plaques: length 27-31
(max), width 30 (max).

Small wooden clapper carved in three
pieces. The two rectangular plaques were

originally fastened to the central handle by
means of a partially extant fibre cord. The ex-

terior surface of each plaque is decorated with an
incised X and double line.

Bibliography:Unpublished. For wooden handle, cf., Naureth
1996, no. 172; for plaques, cf., Rutschowscaya 1986, nos 313-

315 and Török 1993, no. U1. For a general discussion of bone
and wooden clappers, see Hickmann 1951.

ERO

41 Greek stela honouring a Platonic philosopher
EA 1648 (1914.1010.39)
Date: Late 2nd century AD
Dimensions: Height: 330 mm, width 440, thickness 30.
Stone stela broken away at the right-hand side and inscribed with seven lines of Greek text, each
40mms high. The text honours Flavius Maecius Severus Dionysodorus, a Platonic philosopher and
city council member (bouleutes), in a dedication by the city council (Boulê) of Antinoupolis.
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1 Ἀγαθῆι Tύχηι
2 Φλάυϊον Mαίκιον Σε[ουῆρον]
3 ∆ιονυσόδωρον τῶν [ἐν τῶι]
4 Μουσείωι σιτουµέ[νων ἀτελῶν]
5 Πλατωνικὸν φιλόσ[οφον καὶ]
6 βουλευτὴν Ἀντ[ινοέων Νέων]
7 Ἑλλήνων ἡ [βουλή]

1 For Good Fortune.
2 Flavius Maecius Sev[erus]
3 Dionysodorus, one of those 
4 maintained by the Museum, exempt from taxes,
5 Platonic philosopher and
6 bouleutes (is honoured by) 
7 the Boulê of the new Hellenes of Antinoupolis.
The text provides documentary support for the fiscal privileges granted to the intellectual elite af-
filiated with the Mouseion. If the individual is correctly identified with the Neo-Platonic philoso-
pher Severus – whose work is quoted in Proclus, Eusebius and Porphyry – the stela should date to
the last quarter of the second century AD (Cauderlier and Worp 1982). Although it was purchased
on site, not excavated, it can be attributed to Antinoupolis based on content.
Bibliography: SB III 6012, IBM IV 1076, Bernand 1984. For an account of the history of schol-
arship and a discussion of the identity of the philosopher, see Cauderlier and Worp 1982. For a
discussion of the boulê, and, for privileges granted to the citizens of Antinoupolis, see Bell 1940.
ERO



42 Coptic ostracon
EA 63781 (1915,0207.14)
Date: 6th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Height 116mm (max), width 75
(max), thickness 12 (max).
An LRA7 Nile Valley amphora sherd inscribed
with a Coptic letter from a woman named Tagapê
to a man named Andreas together with his children.
Faint traces of two lines, now illegible are written on
the interior of the sherd; on the exterior, are twelve
lines of text with an interlinear addition between lines
5 and 6. While lines 1 and 2 specifically address ‘An-
dreas and his daughter,’ the interlinear text suggests that
the matter at hand – the provision of money and seed – involves all of his children (Cromwell
2012).
Bibliography: Cromwell 2012. For LRA7 Nile Valley amphora (late 4th-7th/8th century AD
with some examples into the early Islamic period), see Keay & Williams 2005: LRA7. 
ERO & RIT

43 Salt sample
EA 53927 (1914,1010.29)
Date: Roman or Byzantine period
Dimensions: Weight 122g including container.
A linen bag containing a sample of halite crystals, i.e., salt (sodium chloride, NaCl). Halite deposits
from, for example, the shore-line evaporation of Holocene lakes in the Fayum and the Wadi Na-
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trun, were exploited for the collection of natron used in the preparation of burials through the
early Islamic period. Nevertheless, as Johnson’s excavations were concentrated in the town’s rub-
bish heaps – and not the cemeteries of Antinoupolis – it is more likely that this material was des-
tined for consumption or food processing (e.g., salting meat) rather than funerary purposes.
Bibliography: Unpublished, see Cartwright 2011.
ERO

44 and 45 Two samples containing cumin seeds
EA 53928 and 53929 (1914,1010.30 and 31)
Date: Roman or Byzantine period
Dimensions: Weight 60g and 44g, respectively, including containers.
Two linen bags containing cumin seeds (Cuminum cyminum), fragmented coriander seeds (Co-
riandrum sativum), tiny fragments of papyrus sedge (Cyperus papyrus) stems and leaves, and
minute particles of date palm (Arecaceae family) leaves. Cumin and coriander were both popu-
lar cooking spices with a documented history of use in Egypt from as early as the New Kingdom
(Murray 200, 643-44). 
Bibliography: Unpublished, see Cartwright 2011.
ERO

46-58 Mud and plaster stoppers
Mud stoppers have a long tradition of use in Egypt and Sudan, documented from Old Kingdom
to Medieval contexts. During the Roman period, the type of mud stoppers evidenced below (nos
46-49) were commonly used on wine-amphorae produced by estates, unlike the plaster examples
(nos 50, 52-58) that were used by wine traders (Thomas 2011, type 7; Thomas and Tomber 2006:
type7). Egloff associates mud stoppers, like those from Antinoopolis, with late 4th-7th century
AD amphora types, particularly LR 7 (Egloff 1977, no. 353, pl. 20; Keay and Williams 2005,
LRA7). Plaster stoppers, sealed with pine pitch and with a fermentation hole and straw valve,
were commonly used on wine-amphorae (Thomas 2011, type 1; Thomas and Tomber 2006, type
1). This method of sealing wine-amphorae with plaster stoppers was common in Egypt   and North
Africa during the Roman period (Thomas 2011, type 7; Thomas and Tomber 2006, type 7). 

46 Mud stopper and amphora neck
EA 53951 (1915,0207.1)
Date: Late 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions:Diameter 145mm (max), height 160, width 112. Ampho ra neck:
internal diameter 52, external diameter 68. Stamp impression: diameter 73.
Conical Nile mud stopper still attached to the neck of an Egyptian wine-
amphora. The stopper has traces of a fibre plug, probably palm fibre
and straw, in the mouth of the amphora. The exterior has been im-
pressed with a circular stamp with a cross motif and a rectangular
stamp with a guillouche pattern, and then painted white. The Nile
silt and mud stopper contains abundant straw and organic inclu-
sions. The Nile Valley LR7 wine-amphora has a ribbed neck and
flat handles, made from a micaeous chocolate brown Nile silt
fabric. LRA7 amphorae date from the late 4th to the 7th or 8th
century AD, though similar forms persist into the early Islamic
period (Keay and Williams 2005, LRA7).



Bibliography:Unpublished. For the cross stamp, cf., impressions from Western Thebes (Winlock
and Crum, 80, fig. 33.1-2). The motif is common on Late Roman amphora stoppers in Egypt, e.g.,
at Kellia (Egloff 1977, pl. 20.3-7) and Clysma (Bruyère 1966, fig. 10). For the stamp itself, cf. a
similar, simple circular cross on a wooden stamp without text found at Koptos (Nachtergael 2000,
289, fig. 23). 
RIT

47 Mud amphora stopper
EA 53952 (1915,0207.2)
Date: Late 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions:Diameter 150mm (max), height 102. Amphora
neck: internal diameter 47, external diameter 68, depth of
amphora neck preserved 44. Stamp impression: diame-
ter 62. 
Conical Nile mud wine-amphora stopper with palm
fibre or textile plug, now missing. The stopper has been
stamped with a circular stamp and then painted white.
The stamp impression depicts a quadruped, probably a
donkey, with three Greek characters, now illegible below.
The Nile silt mud has abundant straw and organic inclusions.
The small amphora neck size and form suggests this was used to seal
a Nile Valley LRA7 wine-amphora.
Bibliography: Unpublished. Quadrupeds, especially donkeys, were a common device on Chris-
tian period plaster amphora stoppers found in Egypt at Kellia (Egloff 1977, pl. 20.10), Clysma
(Bruyère 1966, pl. 28.16) and Naukratis (EA 27576), as well as on mud stoppers from Western
Thebes (identified as a deer, Winlock and Crum, 80, fig. 33.16-17). 
RIT

48 Mud stopper and amphora neck
EA 53953 (1915,0207.3)
Date: Late 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions:Diameter 134mm (max), height 120. Am-
phora neck: internal diameter 55, external diameter 69.
Rectangular stamp impression: height 44, width 118.
Oval stamp impression: height 61, width 77.
Conical Nile mud wine amphora stopper still at-
tached to the neck of an Egyptian amphora. The
fibre plug, probably palm fibre, is only partially pre-
served. The exterior of the mud seal has been stam -
ped with three different stamps then painted white.
A large rectangular stamp was impressed across the
front with a cross followed by a Greek toponym or more
likely, a personal name in the genitive, ΠΕΚΥΣΙΟΥ. On the
back are a small circular stamp impression and an oval impres-
sion with a cruciform devise. A fermentation hole is visible in the bottom, underside of the stop-
per, but appears to have been subsequently covered prior to the stamping of the seal. The Nile silt
and mud fabric of the stopper has abundant straw and some limestone or shell, mortar and organic
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inclusions. The amphora has a ribbed neck and simple flat han-
dles with a chocolate brown micaceous Nile silt fabric typi-
cal for a LRA7.
The fermentation hole suggests that the wine inside the am-
phora was young, and had not finished fermenting when
first transported. It then changed ownership and was re-
sealed once it had finished fermenting. 
Bibliography: Unpublished. For the personal name
Πεκύσιος see NB 301. For the cross stamp impression, see
cat no. 46 above (EA 53951).
RIT

49 Mud amphora stopper
EA 53954 (1915,0207.4)
Date: 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Diameter 94mm (max), height 48. Amphora
neck: diameter 66. Stamp impression: diameter 63.
Disc-shaped Nile mud wine-amphora stopper with palm
fibre plug (now missing). The surface of the stopper has
been stamped with a circular stamp, then painted white.
The circular stamp impression depicts a quadruped,
possibly a donkey or horse, and perhaps some text be -
low, now illegible.
Bibliography: Unpublished. For quadrupeds depicted on
stamp impressions, see bibliography for cat. 47, above (EA
53952). 
RIT

50 Plaster stopper and amphora neck 
EA 53955 (1915,0207.5)
Date: Late 4th-mid-5th century AD
Dimensions:Diameter 54mm (max), height 18, length 113,
width 104. Amphora neck: internal diameter 44. Stamp im-
pression: diameter 37.
Hard, white, lime-based plaster wine-amphora stopper
with ceramic disc plug still inside the neck of a North
African amphora. The plaster stopper has been stamped
with a circular stamp and then painted red (only faint
traces remain). The stamp impression is unclear, but
appears to be Greek text, perhaps including the letters
ΝΕ. The straw used as a valve is still present in the fer-
mentation hole. The plug is made from a wheel-made
jar or amphora made of a red fabric, probably the
same as the neck in which the stopper was placed. The
amphora neck is of a small Late Roman North African
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Spatheion type made across coastal Libya and Tunisia between
the end of the 4th and the mid-5th century AD (Keay and
Williams 2005, Spatheion Type 1C). This type of amphora
was commonly used to transport olives, wine and fish
sauce. The black sealant on the underside of the plug
is probably pine pitch, suggesting it was a wine-am-
phora (Thomas 2011, type 1 with bibliography; Tho -
mas and Tomber 2006, type 1). 
On the neck of the amphora, is a vessel notation written
in black ink. The Greek text employs a common acronym
and isopsephy in the first line, and prayer formula in the se -
cond (Fournet and Pieri 2008, 180).
1 Χ(ριστὸν) Μ(αρία) γ(εννᾷ)
2 Θεοῦ χάρι(ς)
3 γα�ρ(ου) π�ό�[λ(εως)]

1 M(ary) bore Ch(rist) (or similar) 
2 the grace of God
3 Ga(rou) po[l(eos)]
Bibliography:Hayes 1997, pl. 10. For a similar vessels with notations found at Antinoupolis and
dating to the second half of the 5th century AD, with discussion and bibliography on the acronym
and formulae, see Fournet and Pieri 2008, no. 1 and pp. 180-82. 
RIT

51 Mud and silt amphora stopper
EA 53956 (1915,0207.6)
Date: 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Diameter 155mm (max), height 45.
Amphora neck: diameter 64. Circular stamp im-
pression, repeated three times: diameter 80. Rec-
tangular stamp impression: height 30, width 45 
Wine-amphora stopper with palm fibre or tex-
tile plug (now missing) and flat Nile mud seal.
It has been stamped four times, coated with a
white wash then painted red. Three circular and
one rectangular stamp impressions appear to re-
peat the same Greek text surrounding a cross (45
mm across): θεοῦ χάρις …, ‘The grace of God, …’
(cf., Fournet and Pieri 2008, 182; cat. no. 50 above, i.e.,
EA 53955). Two pieces of cord pass under the seal to facilitate
removal. The Nile silt has abundant straw, limestone and shell inclusions, together with organic
yellow inclusions, probably dung.
Used to seal a wine-amphora, this mud stopper copies the standard plaster wine trader-type am-
phora stopper, with the stamped circular impression and the red paint (cf., Thomas 2011, type 7;
Thomas and Tomber 2006, type 7). 
Bibliography: Unpublished. Very similar seals were found at Kellia (Egloff 1977, pl. 20.3-6).
RIT
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52 Plaster amphora stopper
EA 53957 (1915,0207.7)
Date: Late 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Diameter 88mm (max), height 28.
Amphora neck: diameter 73. Stamp impression:
diameter 59.
Yellow plaster seal still in the neck of an Egyptian 
wine-amphora with a Nile silt ceramic disc plug. 
The seal has been stamped and then painted red
(only traces remain). The stamp impression de-
picts a cross (21mm across) surrounded with text. 
The alignment of the text suggest † MΗΝΑ ΒΟΗ…:
Μηνα βοηθει  (J.-L. Fournet).
The seal is made from lime plaster or lime plaster and gyp-
sum mix. There is a mark where a string was unsuccessfully
used for removal. The black sealant around the amphora neck and the underside of the plug is
probably pine pitch, confirming that this is a wine-amphora seal (Thomas 2011, type 1; Thomas
and Tomber 2006 type 1). The plug is from a chocolate brown Nile-silt LRA7, just like the am-
phora in which this still sits (Keay and Williams 2005: LRA7). 
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf., stoppers from late Roman contexts at Kellia (Egloff 1977, pl.
20.3-6) and Clysma (Bruyère 1966, fig. 10). For the cross motif, see cat. no. 46, above (EA 53951). 
RIT

53 Plaster amphora stopper
EA 53958 (1915,0207.8)
Date: 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Diameter 95mm (max), height 42. Am-
phora neck: diameter 91. Stamp impression: diameter
88.
White plaster wine-amphora stopper with palm or
wood plug. The stopper is made from lime plaster
or lime and gypsum mix that has aggregates such
as silicates mixed in it. It has been stamped with a
circular stamp and then painted red (only traces re-
main). The stamp appears to depict a Chi-Rho (29
mm across) surrounded with Greek text, εὐλογ[ία
κ]υρίου (J.-L. Fournet); eulogia to designate any kind
of present. This stamp impression is partially covered
with a later one made from a softer gypsum plaster layer,
now mostly worn away, that also covers up an old fermen-
tation hole. 
The black sealant around the edge of the stopper is probably pine pitch, and, together with the fer-
mentation holes, confirm the stopper’s use for sealing a wine-amphora (Thomas 2011, Tripolita -
nian type 5C; cf., Kellia examples, Egloff 1977, pl. 20.1). This wine must have been young, not
having finished fermenting when first transported. It then changed ownership and was resealed
once it had finished fermenting.
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Bibliography: Unpublished. For the Chi-Rho motif, common in late Roman contexts in Egypt,
cf., stamp from Clysma (Bruyère 1966, pl. 27.10-12). 
RIT

54 Plaster amphora stopper
EA 53959 (1915,0207.9)
Date: 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Diameter 87mm (max), height 33. Am-
phora neck: diameter 68. Stamp impression: diame-
ter 64.
Hard, yellow, lime-based plaster wine-amphora
stopper with Nile silt ceramic disc plug. The stop-
 per has been stamped with a circular stamp and
then painted red (only faint traces remain). There
is a diagonal mark left by string used for removal
and a hole drilled to allow fermentation. The stamp
impression appears to depict a Chi-Rho (28mm
across) surrounded with Latin text, DEDEI DONA,
perhaps a gift, donation or dedication, cf,. dedit donum,
‘donated gift’). DEDEIDONAS (J.-L. Fournet)
The black sealant on the underside of the plug is probably pine pitch,
which, together with the fermentation hole, confirm that the amphora stopper was used for wine
(Thomas 2011, type 1; Thomas and Tomber 2006, type 1). The plug is made from a chocolate
brown Nile-silt amphora sherd, suggesting that it was used to seal Egyptian wine, probably in an
Egyptian amphora.
Bibliography: Unpublished. For the Chi-Rho motif, see cat no. 53, above (EA 53958), and bibli-
ography for Clysma stoppers (Bruyère 1966, pl. 27.10-12). 
RIT

55 Plaster amphora stopper
EA 53960 (1915,0207.10)
Date: 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Diameter 77mm (max), height 18.
Amphora neck: diameter 64. Stamp impression di-
ameter 73.
Yellow plaster wine-amphora stopper with Nile
silt ceramic disc plug. The seal is made from lime
plaster or lime plaster and gypsum mix with large
dark and limestone inclusions and vessicules. It
has been stamped with a circular stamp and then
painted red. The centre of the stamp impression de-
picts a cross flanked by the initials ΜΚ and, surround-
ing, Greek text, is now illegible, perhaps ΜΑΟΛΥ ΒΘΥ
Κ[…], although these letters do not apparently correspond to
known Greek or Coptic names. 
Visible evidence of a string used for removal as well as the black sealant, probably pine pitch,
which suggests the amphora was used for wine (Thomas 2011, type 1; Thomas and Tomber 2006,
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type 1). The plug is from a wheel-made red silt fabric amphora or jar, probably from an Egyptian
Nile silt amphora. The cross motif and amphora fabric used for the plug suggests a late Roman date.
Bibliography: Unpublished. 
RIT 

56 Plaster amphora stopper
EA 53961 (1915,0207.11)
Date: 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Diameter 88mm (max), height 39.
Amphora neck: diameter 69. Stamp impression:
diameter 66.
Wine or beer amphora stopper with a plaster
seal and palm fibre plug. The stopper has been
stamped with a circular stamp with a cross
motif and text, but no paint is preserved. The
text, ΒΠ may be the initials of a name. There is
a fermentation hole and a gap where a removal
device was attached. The fermentation hole was
drilled after the stopper was stamped.
This type of stopper was usually used for non-wine
products such as oil and fish sauces in early Roman
Egypt, although probably not in this case due to the presence
of a fermentation hole, which indicates that the wine or beer had not finished fermenting when
first transported (Thomas 2011, type 5; Thomas and Tomber 2006, type 5). 
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf., similar stamp was found at Kellia (Egloff 1977, pl. 20.2). 
RIT

57 Plaster amphora stopper
EA 53962 (1915,0207.12)
Date: 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions:Diameter 79mm (max), height 17. Am-
phora neck: diameter 71. Stamp impression: di-
ameter 68.
Yellow plaster wine-amphora stopper with Nile
silt ceramic disc plug (mostly lost). The seal is
made from lime plaster or lime plaster and gyp-
sum mix. It has been stamped with a circular
stamp and then painted red (only traces remain).
A cross occupied the centre of the circle; in the
upper quadrants are the letters α and π, perhaps
initials of a name, and, in the lower quadrants α and
ω, the nomen sacrum. There are in conclusive traces of
two sting marks, possibly used for removal. The black
sealant is barely visible, but probably pine pitch suggesting that this
stopper belonged to a wine-amphora (Thomas 2011, type 1; Thomas and Tomber 2006, type 1).
The cross motif and amphora fabric used for the plug suggests a late Roman date of the 4th cen-
tury to early 7th century AD.



Bibliography:Unpublished. Cf., very similar late Roman stamps were found on plaster amphora
stoppers from Clysma (Bruyère 1966, pl. 27.2-4), but none with the same letters. 
RIT

58 Plaster amphora stopper
EA 53963 (1915,0207.13)
Date: 4th-7th century AD
Dimensions: Diameter 52mm (max), height 17. Am-
phora neck: diameter 48. Stamp impression: diameter
39.
Small, white plaster amphora or costrol stopper with ce-
ramic disc plug (now lost). The seal is white, soft and
probably made from gypsum or a gypsum lime plaster
mix. It has been stamped with a circular stamp with a 
monogram, or possibly a depiction of an altar. There are
inconclusive traces of two string marks, possibly used for re-
moval. Traces of black sealant, probably pine pitch, are visible,
suggesting the stopper belonged to a wine-amphora (Thomas 2011,
type 1; Thomas and Tomber 2006, type 1). Traces of a fermentation hole indicate that the wine
must have been young, and not finished fermenting when first transported. There is damage
around where its opening device, probably string, was pulled.
Bibliography: Unpublished. Cf., very similar monograms were found on plaster late Roman
amphora stoppers from Clysma (Bruyère 1966, pl. 27.7, fig 10.10).
RIT

59-75 Coins and lead tokens
The coins and lead tokens discovered during the excavations at Sheikh Ibada in 1913/14 were
published by J. G. Milne in the Numismatic Chronicle of 1947 (cf. Nachtergaeland, Pintaudi 2002-
2003; 2006-2008; Castrizio 2010). Amongst the distribution of the coins by the Egypt Exploration
Society, seventeen of these (15 coins and 2 tokens) were sent to the British Museum. According to
Milne (1947) the coins discovered were:
1) Thirty-four coins, which were either a hoard or part of a hoard obtained from the sebakhin, all

were from the reign of Constantine I and Milne suggested that it was probably deposited in c.
AD 326. However, from examining the coins in the British Museum, the earliest date of dep-
osition must have been no earlier than c. AD 328. The coin of Honorius (1914,0906.7) must
have been an interpolation if indeed the coins represent a hoard or part thereof. The mints were:
Alexandria 16
Antioch 2
Cyzicus 4
Heraclea 1
Thessalonica 1
Aquileia 1
Rome 1
Arles 3
Treves 1
Tarraco 1
Uncertain (possible Arles) 1
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C&M 1914,0906.17
Obverse: Laureate head of Constantine, right. (B1)7

CRISPVS-NOB CAES
Reverse: VOT/V within laurel wreath.
CAESARVM NOSTRORVM
Mint Mark: T crescent and star A
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2) A parcel of 110 coins found in the sebakh, all but one (a barbarous copy) from the mint of
Alexandria and probably buried in the first half of the 7th century AD. A further group of 13
nummi of Alexandria and one pierced coin of Constantius II were also found.

3) Miscellaneous coins found singly during the excavations. According to Milne (1947) this
amounted to approximately 62 coins (five of which were base silver coins of Alexandria and
the rest bronze) and two lead tokens.

4) Twenty-two illegible bronze coins, which included at least one 2nd century coin and one
Byzantine follis (both) from Alexandria with the rest assessed as 4th century Roman Impe-
rial. Milne also notes two early Arab bronze coins, but it is not clear whether these are in-
cluded in the 22 bronze coins already mentioned.

In total, approximately 245 coins were found in the 1913/14 season at Sheikh Ibada. The 17
coins and tokens in the British Museum registered in 1914 come from groups 1 and 3. They were
registered as a group (1914,0906.1-17) in the Department of Coins and Medals Greek (1914,
0906.1-4) and the Roman (1914,0906.5-17) registers. The coins listed below are firstly from
group 1 and secondly from group 3. The coins from group 1 are presented in date order within the
mints in the order in which those mints appear in RIC VII and IX. In group 3, the mixture of
Roman Provincial, Imperial and lead tokens are presented at the end strictly in issuing date order.

Group 1

No Metal Authority Weight Die Axis Diameter Date Reference

7 The letters in brackets following the obverse descriptions refer to the bust classifications listed on
pages 88-91 of RIC VII.

Mint: Arles

59 AE Crispus 2.96g 6 19mm AD 321 RIC VII p260.241



Mint: Ticinum
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C&M 1914,0906.16
Obverse: Bare head of Fausta, right, waved hair and mantled. (A6)
FLAV MAX-FAVSTA AVG
Reverse: Spes standing to front, looking left, two children in her arms.
SPES REI-PVBLICAE
Mint Mark: Q crescent T

Mint: Nicomedia

C&M 1914,0906.10
Obverse: Laureate bust of Constantine, left, draped and cuirassed. (B4l)
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C
Reverse: Camp gate, two turrets, no doors, star above, varying number of stone layers.
PROVIDEN-TIAE CAES •
Mint Mark: MNΓ

62 AE Constantine 3.30g 6 20mm AD 317-20 RIC VII p644.8

61 AE Constantine 2.63g 5 19.5mm AD 325-26 RIC VII p621.126

60 AE Fausta 2.92g 11 19mm AD 326 RIC VII p387.203

Mint: Cyzicus
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C&M 1914,0906.5
Obverse: Laureate bust of Constantine, left, draped, holding globe and sceptre in left hand, mappa in
right hand. (J1l)
IMP CONSTA-NTINVS AVG
Reverse: Jupiter standing left, chlamys across left shoulder, holding sceptre, Victory on globe.
IOVI CONS-ERVATORI AVGG
Mint Mark: wreath Z // SMK

63 AE Constantine 3.37g 6 20mm AD 326-27 RIC VII p650.44

C&M 1914,0906.12
Obverse: Laureate head of Constantine, right. (B1)
CONSTAN-TINVS AVG
Reverse: Camp gate, with two turrets, no doors; varying number of stone layers; star above
PROVIDEN-TIAE AVGG
Mint Mark: • SMK∆ •

Mint: Alexandria

C&M 1914,0906.6
Obverse: Laureate bust of Crispus, left, draped and cuirassed. (B4l)
CONSTAN-TINVS AVG
Reverse: Camp gate, with two turrets, no doors; varying number of stone layers; star above
PROVIDEN-TIAE CAESS
Mint mark: SMALA

64 AE Crispus 3.37g 11 20mm AD 325-26 RIC VII p709.35
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65 AE Crispus 3.47g 11 20mm AD 325-26 RIC VII p709.35

66 AE Constantine 2.84g 10 19.5 AD 327-28 RIC VII p710.46

C&M 1914,0906.14
Obverse: Laureate bust of Crispus, left, draped and cuirassed. (B4l)
CONSTAN-TINVS AVG
Reverse: Camp gate, with two turrets, no doors; varying number of stone layers; star above
PROVIDEN-TIAE CAESS
Mint Mark: SMALB

C&M 1914,0906.8
Obverse: Laureate bust of Constantine, left, draped and cuirassed. (B4l)
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C
Reverse: Camp gate with two turrets, no doors, varying number of stone layers; star above.
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PROVIDEN-TIAE CAESS
Mint Mark: wreath B // SMAL

67 AE Constantine 2.83g 11 20.5mm AD 327-28 RIC VII p710.46

68 AE Constantine 3.30g 5 20mm AD 327-28 RIC VII p710.41

69 AE Helena 3.14g 11 19.5mm AD 327-28 RIC VII p710.48

C&M 1914,0906.9
Obverse: Laureate bust of Constantine, left, draped and cuirassed. (B4l)
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C
Reverse: Camp gate with two turrets, no doors, varying number of stone layers; star above.
PROVIDEN-TIAE CAESS
Mint Mark: wreath B // SMAL

C&M 1914,0906.11
Obverse: Laureate head of Constantine, right. (B1)
CONSTANTINVS AVG
Reverse: Camp gate with two turrets, no doors, varying number of stone layers; star above.
PROVIDEN-TIAE AVGG
Mint Mark: wreath - // SMALA

C&M 1914,0906.15
Obverse: Diademed bust of Helena, right, mantled, with necklace. (E10)
FL HELENA-AVGUSTA



Reverse: Securitas standing left, lowering branch and raising robe with right hand.
SECVRITAS-REIPVBLICE
Mint Mark: wreath A // SMAL
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70 AE Honorius 4.91g 5 21mm 15th May AD 392-17th
Jan AD 395 RIC IX p304.21d

71 BI Severus Alexander 24.31g 12 35mm AD 230-31 BMC Alexandria (1991) 3175

C&M 1914,0906.7
Obverse: Rosette-diademed bust of Honorius, right, draped and cuirassed.
DN HONORIVS PF AVG
Reverse: Emperor standing facing, head right, holding standard and globe.
GLORIA - ROMANORVM
Mint Mark: ALE or delta?

Group 3

No Metal Authority Weight Die Axis Diameter Date Reference

Mint: Alexandria

C&M 1914,0906.2
Obverse: Bust of Severus Alexander, right, laureate; dotted border.
Reverse: Tyche standing left, wearing kalathos; in left arm, cornucopia; in right hand, rudder; in right
field, palm branch; linear border.
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Mint: Sirmium

73 AE Constantine 3.22g 6 20mm AD 324-25 RIC VII p475.48

72 BI Carus 8.16g 11 20mm AD 282-83 BMC Alexandria (1991) 3448

C&M 1914,0906.1
Obverse: Bust of Carus, right, laureate.
Reverse: Eagle facing, head right, wings open.

C&M 1914,0906.13
Obverse: Laureate head of Constantine, right. (B1)
CONSTAN-TINVS AVG
Reverse: Victory advancing right, holding trophy, palm-branch, spurning captive standing on ground
to right.
SARMATIA-DEVICTA
Mint Mark: SIRM



Lead tokens (unknown production place)
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74 PB - 4.77g - 22mm 1st-4th century AD MCRLT 383

75 PB - 4.07g - 22mm 1st-4th century AD BMCRLT 26

C&M 1914,0906.3
Obverse: Nile reclining left, holding reed and cornucopia.
Reverse: Bust of Serapis, facing right.

C&M 1914,0906.4
Obverse: Apollo, standing right,dropping incense onto altar with right hand, a lyre in left hand.
Reverse: She-wolf of Rome, facing right with twins under her; above, star and crescent.
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ABBREVIATIONS:

All papyrological abbreviations are cited according to the conventions established in
John F. Oates, R.S. Bagnall, S.J. Clackson, A.A. O’Brien, J.D. Sosin, T.G. Wilfong and K.A.
Worp, Checklist of Greek, Latin, Demotic and Coptic papyri, ostraca and tablets. http://
scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/papyrus/texts/clist.html, last accessed September 2012.
BMC Alexandria (1991)

Christiansen, E. 1991. Coins of Alexandria and the nomes: A supplement to the British
Museum Catalogue. British Museum Press Occasional Paper 77. London: British Mu-
seum.

BMCRLT
Thornton, M.K. Catalogue of Roman lead tesserae in the British Museum. Unpub-
lished manuscript held in the Department of Coins and Medals, The British Museum.

RIC VII
Bruun, P.M., C.H.V. Sutherland and R.A.G. Carson (eds). 1984. The Roman imperial
coinage 7:Constantine and Licinius AD 313-337. Reprint of 1966 edition. London: Spink
& Son Ltd.

RIC IX
Pearce, J.W.E., H. Mattingly, C.H.V. Sutherland and R.A.G. Carson (eds). 1951. The
Roman imperial coinage 9: Valentinian I – Theodosius I. London: Spink & Son Ltd.

IBM IV
Marshall, F.A. 1914. The collection of ancient Greek inscriptions in the British Museum
IV.II: Supplementary and miscellaneous inscriptions. Oxford. 
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